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SECTARIANISM UNDER THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION  
Rohan Lodge*, Sheshachala. S. Joshi** 

ABSTRACT 

In the Republic of India, discrimination on the basis of religion has always been a real threat 

that affects the lives of Indian minorities on a daily basis. While there exists an extended 

amount of legislation and State policy that attempts to prohibit discrimination against religious 

groups, such protection is not offered to sectarian groups within minorities. This paper first 

brings the sectarian struggle to light and underscores the lacunae in the law of India when it 

comes to extending protection to its sectarian minorities. It then analyses the intent of the 

Constitutional Assembly behind Article 15 of the Indian Constitution and argues an extension 

of its protection be made to the sectarian groups as well. After analyzing the intent, the 

landmark judgements of the Supreme / High Courts of India are studied to ascertain the status 

quo of the sectarian minorities in India. This is followed by a study of the cases of Sectarian 

Violence in India, firmly establishing the fact that Sectarian Discrimination is an ever-present 

threat in India. Finally, the international obligations of India towards its sectarian groups are 

highlighted. The rights of sectarian groups have been overshadowed by the existence of more 

overt religious conflicts in India but the existence of these conflicts do not erase the 

discrimination faced by sectarian minorities in India, and as such, it is the duty of the justice 

system to protect them. 

 

Keywords– Sectarian groups, religious discrimination, Article 15, Indian Constitution, 

sectarianism. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Fundamental Rights, under Part III of the Indian Constitution, extends to the Republic of India 

and its territory, grants to its citizens the Right to Equality1, and protects them from 

discrimination on religious grounds.2 The objective behind the Constitution, as with any other, 

is to grant its people a certain degree of civil rights and liberties3, while protecting the rights 

and interests of its minorities and backward classes.  

The policies and legislations (such as the Madhya Pradesh Freedom of Religion Act of 1968) 

drafted by the Indian Government soon after attaining independence were aimed at the 

establishment of a secular India and provided for religious freedom and religious equality. 

However, these policies failed to address Sectarianism, which reduced the ability of the nation 

to be truly secular and accommodative.  

The Judiciary, while not being altogether dismissive of sects, has not specifically recognized 

religious sects as a subclass of a religion. However, it has interpreted religion and sect as the 

same in certain cases.4 This absence of an independent acknowledgement of Sectarian groups 

under the provisions of the Indian Constitution discourages and impedes the ability of the 

legislation to make new laws with respect to the prevention of sectarian violence, thus making 

it difficult to resolve Sectarian based issues in the country.  

As a country accommodating most of the major religions in the world, India has a complex 

religious environment steeped in diversity.5 Albeit not as prevalent as the violence between 

religions, the divisions inside a religion and the resultant discrimination cannot be ignored. 

Dismissing social issues on the pretext that there are bigger issues is problematic, leaving 

unresolved conflict that continues to widen until the rift becomes irreconcilable, eventually 

resulting in large-scale violence as in the case of Iran with the Sunni-Shia divide6 and the 

Rwandan Genocide; the effects of which are apparent even today.7 

The existing lack of recognition, and therefore the solutions, available to the Sectarian 

Communities is a major oversight and lacunae in the law of India. It has been observed that 

even when the Supreme Court has considered the question of sects as a subclass of religion; it 

                                                             
1 INDIA CONST. art. 14. 
2 INDIA CONST. art. 15. 
3 INDIA CONST. Preamble. 
4 Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor, 1940 SCC OnLine Bombay 102. 
5 C.N. Venugopal, Reformist Sects and the Sociology of Religion in India, 51 SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS S77 

(1990). 
6 Afshon Ostovar, Sectarian Dilemmas in Iranian Foreign Policy: When Strategy and Identity Politics Collide 

15-26 (Carnegie Endowment for Int. Peace 2016). 
7 Amnesty International, Rwanda: Safer to Stay Silent: The Chilling Effect of Rwanda’s Laws on ‘Genocide 

Ideology’ and Sectarianism (2010). 
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never arose as a primary question that the Court answered and was merely a passing 

observation by the Court i.e. not its rationale. Hence the question of whether Sectarian 

Discrimination comes under the purview of Religious Discrimination, as stated under the 

Indian Constitution, arises.  

Primarily, the objective of this research paper is to analyze the prevalence and consequences 

of Sectarian discrimination in the Republic of India vis-a-vis its interaction with the provisions 

of the Constitution that forbid Religious Discrimination. This includes a breakdown of whether 

Sectarian Discrimination should come under the purview of the provisions that provide against 

Religious Discrimination and an examination of the position of the International community 

regarding Sectarian discrimination. 

In its conclusion, the paper shall reiterate its findings and put forth recommendations regarding 

the recognition and position of Religious Sects in India and the protection offered to them by 

the Government.  

This research paper is purely doctrinal in both its approach and analysis. The analysis involved 

a review of Supreme Court judgements, Constituent Assembly debates, principles and 

declarations under International law alongside a multitude of Secondary Sources such as 

journals, scholarly articles and books to support the theses put forward by this paper.  

For the purposes of the research paper two major gaps have been identified, inclusive of all the 

reference material accounted for in the Literature Review and the Research Methodology:-  

The apparent lack of clear provisions relating to the status of Sectarian groups, in terms of 

their identity and rights in India, particularly in relation to minority religious sects.  

The Literature Review and preliminary analysis of the problem under the Statement of Problem 

indicates that the ambiguity in the interaction between the Right against Religious 

Discrimination and Sectarian discrimination despite the Court considering Sects to be sub-sets 

of religion is another gap in the existing studies. 

The recommendatory part of the paper is entirely based on opinion, rationalized by the findings 

of the paper and the arguments and observations put forward in the analysis of the paper. 
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RESEARCH PARAMETERS  

Sectarianism on a general level has been defined by Keith Daniel Roberts8 as:-  

 'the existence, within a locality, of two or more divided and actively competing 

communal identities, resulting in a strong sense of dualism which unremittingly 

transcends commonality, and is both culturally and physically manifest.'  

However, in order to ascertain the rights and protection granted to Sectarian groups, more 

specific definitions must be relied upon by this paper.  

Sectarian Violence9, by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, is defined as:- 

 “a symmetrical confrontation between two or more non-state actors representing 

different population groups”   

From this definition, it is extrapolated that Sectarian discrimination includes both violent and 

oppressive forms of discrimination. For instance, violence would include the physical conflict 

between sects while oppression would include activities in violation of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights.10  

The paper also considers sectarian discrimination as anything that would be in contravention 

of the rules set forth in the Study of Discrimination in the matter of Religious Rights and 

Practices.11 It serves as an analysis of religious discrimination and sets guidelines vis-à-vis the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights to prevent religious discrimination.  

For the purposes of this research paper, sectarian groups in their totality shall not be examined. 

The objective of the Research paper is to examine sectarian groups in context of the Right to 

Equality and the protections from religious discrimination guaranteed under the Constitution 

of India; as such, sectarian groups hereinafter shall imply religious sects within larger groups 

such as the Sunnis and Shias within the overarching religious identity of Islam.12  

                                                             
8 Keith Daniel Roberts, Liverpool Sectarianism: The Rise and Demise (Oxford University Press ed. 2017).  
9 Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Yearbook 2008: Armaments, Disarmament, and 

International Security 45 (2008).  
10 G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Dec. 10, 1948), at art. 18.  
11 Arcot Krishnaswami (Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and 

Protection of  

Minorities), Study of Discrimination in the Matter of Religious Rights and Practices, U.N. Doc. 

E/CN.4/Sub.2/200/Rev.1 at 62-69 (1960).    
12 Aaron Hughes, Muslim Identities: An Introduction to Islam 116 (Columbia University Press ed. 2013).   
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The predicament arising out of the lacunae of any legislation or concrete Supreme Court 

decision is that it creates a situation where there is a lack of concrete provisions for the 

protection of Sectarian groups (for instance, the religious minorities within larger religions) 

and their rights as a Sectarian group. This absence of security exposes the communities to 

extremely vulnerable situations and allows for the society to internalize the oppression of such 

minorities. Dalits, for instance, were a minority within a religion that were abused on religious 

grounds for an extended period13, until the Court and Legislature14 stepped in post-

independence to prevent the abuse, but instead of tackling the larger problem of minority 

oppression by majority groups in religions, the existing provisions are exhaustive; a reality 

highlighted the survival of Dalit abuse in certain states such as Tamil Nadu.15 This is further 

exacerbated by the lack of any concrete recognition of the status of Sectarian groups in India.  

This directly leads to a situation where sectarian groups are not offered protection under 

measures that prevent “religious discrimination” despite being religious groups themselves. 

This is further evidenced by the lack of addressment of such sectarian minorities in the recent 

Citizenship Amendment, under its statement of object and reasons.16 Such an interpretation 

would be in contradiction to the intent behind the rights guaranteed to the people to protect 

themselves from such discrimination. 

Instances of differences stemming out of such an absence of provisions for Sectarian groups 

are not as overt in India as they are in States such as Syria17, but it does not excuse the State 

and allow them to ignore sectarian-based problems until they become relevant. Disputes 

between sects are still observed in India, pointing to the differences that exist between sects 

both in Hinduism and Muslims.  

In case of Hindus, there exist conflicts even today between castes, internationally 

acknowledged in 199718 although reparations do exist to fix Hindu caste-based issues in the 

                                                             
13 Bharat Patnakar & Gail Omvedt, The Dalit Liberation Movement in the Colonial Period, 14 ECON. POLITICAL 

WKLY.409, 413-424 (1979). 
14 Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, No. 33, Acts of Parliament, 1989 

(India).  
15 J. Devakumar, Caste Clashes and Dalits Rights Violations in Tamil Nadu, 67 PROCEEDINGS OF THE INDIAN 

HISTORY CONGRESS 606, 606-623 (2007). 
16 Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, No. 47, Acts of Parliament, 2019 (India). 
17 Lawrence G. Potter, Sectarian Politics in the Persian Gulf 83 (Oxford University Press ed. 2014). 
18 DL Shehth, Caste, Ethnicity and Exclusion in South Asia: The Role of Affirmative Action Policies in 

Building Inclusive Societies (2004). 
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Constitution (through Article 1719 or 1520) and to further their status21, additional recognition 

and safeties granted to religious minorities would only further their status.  

In case of the Muslims, there are less violent clashes between the two major sects; the Sunnis 

and Shias. The conflict between them is most evident in the differing demands and recognition 

of the All India Shia Law Board compared to the All India Muslim Personal Law Board, 

dominated by Sunnis. Overtly, there exist plenty of violent conflicts, although infrequently 

throughout the country22, some of them being drastic enough to gather the attention of 

international journalists.23 

Given the plethora of issues, the need for proper and clear interpretations of the rights of such 

Sectarian groups is evident. The working theses to solve this problem shall be further explored 

in the recommendation section of the paper, but as it stands, the status of Sectarian groups in 

India leaves much to be desired.  

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The existence of sects under religions hasn’t yet been explored to a great extent though the 

courts have taken cognizance in certain cases. Article 15 of the Indian Constitution which deals 

with the discrimination based on various grounds dictates as follows: 24 

15. Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth 

(1) The State shall not discriminate against any citizen on grounds only of religion, race, caste, 

sex, place of birth or any of them 

(2) No citizen shall, on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth or any of them, 

be subject to any disability, liability, restriction or condition with regard to 

(a) access to shops, public restaurants, hotels and palaces of public entertainment; or 

(b) the use of wells, tanks, bathing ghats, roads and places of public resort maintained wholly 

or partly out of State funds or dedicated to the use of the general public 

(3) Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any special provision for women 

and children 

                                                             
19 INDIA CONST. art. 17. 
20 INDIA CONST. art. 15(4). 
21 INDIA CONST. art. 46. 
22 Press Trust of India Ltd., Three Killed in Shia-Sunni Clash, Times of India (Feb. 20, 2005, 5:31 PM) 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Three-killed-in-Shia-Sunni-clash/articleshow/1026225.cms. 
23 Raphael Susewind, The ‘Wazirganj Terror Attack’: Sectarian Conflict in the Middle East, 11 SAMAJ 1 

(2015).  
24 INDIA CONST. art. 15. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1942013/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1952106/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1732536/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/820476/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1603957/
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Three-killed-in-Shia-Sunni-clash/articleshow/1026225.cms
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(4) Nothing in this article or in clause (2) of Article 29 shall prevent the State from making any 

special provision for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes of 

citizens or for the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes  

The meaning of discrimination under Clause (1) of Article 15 of the Indian Constitution was 

laid down by the Supreme Court in the case of Kathi Raning v. Saurashtra25, 1952. Patanjali 

Sastri J in this matter, interpreted the word as the segregation of differentiation between people 

involving and “element of unfavourable bias”.26 The Court thus held that discrimination based 

on the grounds laid in Article 15 of the Indian constitution would be against the spirit of the 

Preamble which holds our country to be one that is secular.27  

The case of Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor28, 1940, was one of the first cases to have 

explored existence of sects under religions. “Racial groupings of society such as Mahars, 

Chamhbars, Chandals and the like” were regarded as “sectarian divisions under Hinduism”.29 

The Bombay High Court took cognizance of the presence of sects under Hinduism in this case, 

which was further recognized in Minor A. Peeriakaruppan v State of Tamil Nadu and Ors.30 In 

this case, the Apex Court drew a similarity between Religion and Sect and further held that the 

two should be treated the same.  

The Jurisprudence regarding discrimination in Article 15 of the Indian Constitution has also 

been discussed while laying accentuation on the word only in the articulation of the Article. 

The paper deliberates on the interpretation of Article 15 (1) by the courts in certain cases which 

has reduced the scope of the article to the prohibition of discrimination on only one ground.31 

This interpretation has however been turned about in subsequent cases wherein the other 

clauses under Article 15 were interpreted in order to prohibit discrimination on multiple 

grounds. Moreover, the paper on the prohibition of intersectional discrimination has found that 

the intent of prohibition to extend to cases of discrimination based on multiple grounds and not 

just one.  

It is important to note that the acknowledgement of sectarianism in India faced a setback when 

the Apex Court interpreted “religion’ under Article 25 in a subsequent case. The notion of 

religion with regards to law was elaborated upon by B.L Hansaria, J. in the case of A.S 

                                                             
25 Kathi Raning Rawat v. The State of Sourashtra, AIR 1952 SC 123. 
26 Kathi Raning Rawat v. The State of Sourashtra, AIR 1952 SC 123 at ¶ 7.  
27 Marguerite J Fisher, Antidiscrimination in India: Laws and Courts Fight Centuries of Custom, 49 AMERICAN 

BAR ASSOCIATION JOURNAL 1104 (1963). 
28 Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor, (1940) 42 BOMLR 861. 
29 Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor, (1940) 42 BOMLR 861 at para 7. 
30 Minor A. Peeriakaruppan & Sobha v. The State of Tamil Nadu & Ors., AIR 1971 SC 203. 
31 Shreya Atrey, Through the Looking Glass of Intersectionality: Making Sense of Indian Discrimination 

Jurisprudence under Article 15, 16 THE EQUALS RIGHTS REVIEW 160, 167 (2016). . 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/251667/
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Narayana Deekshitulu v. State of AP.32 The word religion was compared to the word ‘Dharma’ 

while stating that the two words put forth the same concept or notion, due to which they are 

‘used interchangeably’.33 Dharma was further delineated as “that which has no room for 

narrow-mindedness, secularism, blind faith, and dogma. The purity of dharma, therefore, 

cannot be compromised with sectarianism.’34 The Supreme Court also ruled that the word 

religion shouldn’t be “understood in a narrow sectarian sense but encompassing our ethos, ‘सरे्व 

भर्वनु्त सुखिनः’, in other words, ‘Happiness for all’. The Court therefore made a statement 

contrary to that in the case of Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor which held that 

sectarianism exists in India.  

Sectarian violence has thus been interpreted as the conflict between two communities or 

religions in a society. The conflict between Hindus, Muslims and Christians thus comes under 

the concept of sectarian violence.35  

 

ANALYSIS 

The interaction of Sectarian groups with the existing law and its interpretation in the Country 

can be analyzed on a several counts:- 

 Firstly, the Assembly Debates – as it lays down the premises of intent with which 

Article 15 and other related provisions were made.  

 Secondly, the case law analysis. 

 Thirdly, the two cases of sectarian violence. 

 Fourthly, an interpretation of the existing obligations of India under international law. 

Article 15’s Intent: -  

The omission of the Court in terms of sectarian groups and their interaction with Article 15 

alone has a dangerous implication. Outside the use of interpretations of Article 15 in settling 

disputes before the Court, Fundamental Rights of the Constitution have a secondary role to 

play as well. They act as a limit on the power of the Legislature by restricting their ability to 

formulate laws, since the Legislature cannot create laws that would contravene the provisos of 

a Fundamental Right as per the Constitution36 and the Supreme Court.37 Therefore, if a 

                                                             
32 A.S. Narayana Deekshitulu v. State of A.P. and Ors, (1996) 9 SCC 584. 
33 Id. 
34 Id. 
35 Ruit Hu & Keping Tiang, A Brief Study of Sectarian Conflicts in India, 2015 INT. CONF. ON HUMANITIES & 

SOC, SCIENCE RESEARCH 242. 
36 INDIA CONST. art. 15.  
37 Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala & Anr., (1973) 4 SCC 225.   
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Fundamental Right would be interpreted with increased Scope, such as Article 15 including 

Sectarian groups under Religious Discrimination, it would affect the ability of the Legislature 

to create Laws that ignore/fail to protect Sectarian Minorities. Further, reasoning that indicates 

religious discrimination does not include sectarian discrimination (as was the case with the 

Statement of Objects and Reasons in the Citizenship Amendment Act, 201938) would be 

considered invalid.  

The Constituent Assembly Debates have mentioned the importance of the generality of the 

statements in relation to their application when it comes to the Constitution of India.39 

Alongside this, there also exists case-laws whereby the Courts acknowledge the existence of 

sects, as well as the Sectarian discrimination in India (given its history). This implies in 1948, 

the Sectarian aspect of Article 15 was kept in mind as a general factor that comes under the 

purview of Article 15 and the word “religion”.  

This interpretation is further supported by statements made during the Constituent Assembly 

Debates that specifically highlight that Article 15 was instituted with the view to suit the 

“special conditions” of the country.40 It would be a misconstruction of the provisions of Article 

15 to ignore the history of violence against the religious minorities within groups, for instance 

the Scheduled Castes within Hindus or the Sunnis within the Muslims. It would be a 

misconstruction further still to assume this would not come under the purview of an Article 

that seeks to prohibit religious discrimination with a “general” interpretation in the context of 

the history and “special conditions” (which refers to the oppression of intra-religion minorities) 

of India. It would be duplicitous for the Courts to interpret the word Religion to include sects, 

but then prohibit the inclusion of Sectarian Discrimination under the umbrella of Religious 

Discrimination.  

Additionally, there have been direct references to the Sectarianism present in the Country at 

the time of the Constituent Assembly Debates. The issue of Sectarianism has been 

acknowledged as an issue when speaking of Secularism41 within the Constitution. Multiple 

acknowledgements of the existence of Sects within religions such as Hinduism have been made 

as well42, and even in these instances, due stress was laid on the Secular nature of the 

Constitution. This line of reasoning within the Constituent Assembly Debates heavily favors 

an interpretation of the words religious discrimination to include Sects under the provision of 

                                                             
38 Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2019, No. 47, Acts of Parliament, 2019 (India). 
39 Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7, Nov. 29, 1948, speech by Shibban Lal Saksena at ¶ 112.  
40 Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 3, Apr. 29, 1947, speech by Vallabhbhai J. Patel at ¶ 202.   
41 Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7, Nov. 15, 1948, speech by K.T.Shah at ¶ 31.  
42 Constituent Assembly Debates, Vol. 7, Dec. 7, 1948, speech by Ananthasayanam Ayyangar at ¶ 151.   
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“Secularism” in our Constitution An exclusion of Sectarian Discrimination from safeguards 

against Religious Discrimination would be a gross misinterpretation of the Preamble of the 

Constitution and the meaning it gives to Article 15 when the two are read in conjunction.  

There are thus two lines of reasoning by which it can be inferred that it was the intent of the 

Constituent Assembly to read Sects into the purview of religious discrimination and Article 15; 

by looking at the general nature of the Article and the principle of Secularism. If the Judiciary 

were to interpret the provisions of Article 15 in light of the intent of the creators of the 

Constitution, there can be no ambiguity as to the application of Article 15 to religious Sectarian 

minorities, both in terms of their interpretation as far as the court is concerned in the settlement 

of disputes, as well as the restrictions that would be placed on the legislature in the process of 

taking due care to include religious sects as a category that comes under the umbrella of 

religious discrimination. 

 

Case Law Analysis:  

For the purposes of this paper, alongside the definition provided for in the Research Parameters, 

Sectarianism is a terminology employed to depict the differences between two or more 

conservative and/or religious groups43, which arise due to the different interpretations of the 

religious texts.44 The presence of, Castes under Hinduism, the Sunnis and the Shias under 

Islam, the Protestants and the Catholics under Christianity, all are examples of present-day 

sects that exist under a religion.   

The existence of sectarian groups was first taken cognizance of by the Judiciary in the case of 

Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor45, in the year 1940. The Court while interpreting the 

phrase “classes of His Majesty’s subjects” explained that a group of individuals sharing similar 

ideologies, with a numerical strength large enough, so as to designate it as a homogenous 

community forms a class. The court further stated that under the purview of racial groupings, 

sectarian divisions such as the Brahmins and the Lingayats, which come under the term “caste” 

under Hinduism, form a class. The Court therefore recognized the prevalence of sectarian 

groups in the Indian Society.  

                                                             
43  Hart M. Nelsen, Sectarianism, World View, and Anomie. 51 SOCIAL FORCES 226 (2020). 
44 Azmi Bishra, Ta'ifah, Sect and Sectarianism: from the Word and its Changing Implications to the Analytical 

Sociological Term, 1 ALMUNTAQA  53 (2018). 
45 Narayan Vasudev Phadke v. Emperor, (1940) 42 BOMLR 861. 
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While referring to the State of Andhra Pradesh v. P. Sagar46, and the above case, the Court in 

the case of A. Peeriakaruppan v. the State of Tamil Nadu47, defined class as homogeneous 

section of people grouped together by common traits, based on which a caste can form a class 

while interpreting the articles of the Constitution.  

The Apex Court further acknowledged the existence of sectarianism in the country in the case 

of Ram Pratap Sharma, Re.48 The court in this matter decided upon whether a Judges 

acknowledgement of political matter on a public platform would attempt to contempt. The 

court in the course of this case, stated that “it will not be correct for any Judge to accept 

invitation and hospitality” of communal, sectarian or political organization”. Albeit the 

Judgement did not provide a definition for the word ‘sectarian’, the interpretation of the word 

based on the nature of the phrase, read along with the backdrop of the case, clearly portrays the 

word to refer to a sub-group of a religion in a society.  

The recognition of sectarian groups in the Country received a setback in the case of A.S 

Narayana Deekshitulu v. The State of Andhra Pradesh and Ors.49, wherein the Court dealt with 

the constitutionality of Sections 34, 35, 37, 39 and 144 of the Andhra Pradesh Charitable and 

Hindu Religious Institutions and Endowments Act, 1987  passed by the State Legislature, and 

interpreted the word “Religion” under Articles 25 and 26 of the Constitution. The presiding 

judge, B.L. Hansaria. J, in this case drew out the similarities between the words ‘Religion’ and 

‘Dharma’ after which the two words were held to carry the same notion. The word ‘Religion’ 

was stated to carry a ‘parallel’ meaning to that of ‘Dharma’ and the court further held that 

‘Religion’ was used as a replacement for ‘Dharma’ due to the lack of a better word. The Court 

elucidated that the word ‘religion’ was not to be read in a narrow sense, accommodating 

concepts such as sectarianism, blind faith, and dogma, but was to be understood in an inclusive 

manner, so as to lodge all sects of society thereby treating them as one. The Supreme Court 

also stated that the “purity of Dharma cannot be compromised with sectarianism”.50  

The Judgement thus created a confusion as to whether sectarian discrimination was prohibited 

by under Article 1551 of the Indian Constitution. This was mainly due to the fact that, while the 

previous judgements acknowledged sects to exist under a religion as a class by themselves, the 

Apex court in the Deekshitulu case held that religion was not be read in a narrow sense in order 

                                                             
46 The State of Andhra Pradesh v. P. Sagar, AIR 1968 SC 1379. 
47 Minor A. Peeriakaruppan & Sobha v. The State of Tamil Nadu & Ors., AIR 1971 SC 2303. 
48 Ram Pratap Sharma & Ors. v. Daya Nand & Ors., (1977) 1 SCC 150. 
49 A.S Narayana Deekshitulu v. State of Andhra Pradesh & Ors, (1996) 9 SCC 548. 
50 Id. at 156 & 157.  
51 INDIA CONST. art. 15. 
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to accommodate sects within.  The judgement is therefore a setback with regards to recognition 

given to the sects. It can also be interpreted to have acted as a hindrance with regards to the 

creation or interpretation of the existing laws on sectarian discrimination. 

Another view to the presence of Sectarianism in Society came in the case of Abhiram Singh v. 

C.D Commachen,52 wherein the Supreme Court dealt with the interpretation Section 123 (3) of 

the Representation of People Act, 1951. S.A. Bobde J., the presiding judge in this matter, while 

reading into the mens or sentential legis of the Parliament in the course of legislating this Act, 

held that the Parliament intended to “proscribe appeals based on sectarian, linguistic or case 

considerations: to infuse modicum of oneness”.53 The Court thereby stated that prohibition of 

discrimination extends to sectarian discrimination as well.  

The differences in the orbiter expressed by the Apex Court in several cases while dealing with 

the interpretation of religion, portrays the dissimilarity in its stance on the acknowledgement 

of the presence of sectarianism in the society. This dissimilarity raises several questions as to 

whether sectarian discrimination can be read into Article 15 of the Indian Constitution, which 

deals with discrimination on various grounds. This disregard thus leads to a lacuna in law as 

the change in the Judiciary’s view upon the existence of sectarianism in society doesn’t give 

the Legislation the need to form a law upon sectarian discrimination.  

 

Occurrence of Sectarian Conflict in Contemporary India:  

The existence of different sectarian groups in the country can be noticed through the various 

occurrences of violence and disputes between the sects of a community. These examples 

include the dispute between the Shia’s and the Sunni’s over the claim for the title of the 

property upon which the Babri Masjid rested, and the violence that arose between the same two 

sects of Islam in the city of Lucknow. While these are the cases in question that shall be 

reviewed, this is not an exhaustive list of sectarian conflicts in India. There always exist caste 

differences leading to violence in India, but existing academia has covered such incidents to a 

large extent. 

The dispute over the claim of title of the Babri Masjid is not only an intra-communal issue but 

also one that depicts the existence sectarian differences in the Country.54 The litigation that the 

Shia and the Sunni Waqf Board underwent over the claim of title over the Babri Masjid under 

a civil suit in the year 1945 clearly shows the existence of the two sects of Islam in the Country. 

                                                             
52 Abhiram Singh v. C.D Commachen, (2017) 2 SCC 629. 
53 Id. at ¶ 86. 
54 Chrisyu Rajamony, Sacred Sites and International Law: A Case Study of the Ayodhya Dispute (2007). 
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The management of the Masjid was however handed over to the Sunni Waqf Board, albeit 

being proven that the Masjid was used by both the sects.  

The ‘Wazirganj Terror Attack’ was another such incident which contained serious implications 

of the presence of sectarian violence in the country. The existence of the Shia’s and the Sunni’s 

in Lucknow can be clearly seen in this incident, wherein a sectarian or an intra-communal 

violence was triggered during the observance of Muharram. The Manjalis or the religious 

assemblies hosted by the Shia’s during the Muharram was disrupted by the local corporator, 

which then triggered an intra-communal violence, leading to the death of an innocent Shia by 

a Sunni, in-turn leading to the death of a Sunni at the hands of an individual belonging to the 

Shias.55 

 

International Obligations and Interpretation:-  

The importance of international obligations of India also tie into the level of protection/security  

India is obligated to grant its minorities. This arises out of the provisions of the Constitution of  

India that allow for International obligations, duties and provisos to be read into the 

Constitution. For instance, The Parliament can choose to enact laws to implement the 

international obligations of India under the Constitution.56  It’s also a Directive Principle of 

State Policy for the State to  

“promote international peace and security” and “respect all provisions related to International 

Law”.57  

Given the existence of such provisions, there do exist instruments for the application of 

International Law into the Law of the land in India; but given that India follows the doctrine of 

dualism in the application of International Law, treaties cannot become the law in India under 

Article 253 without being passed by the Parliament.58 However, this does not stop the Courts 

from creating judgements or serving verdicts in India with reference to existing International 

obligations59 or to draft guideline based on international models60, albeit this is only in rare 

instances.   

Therefore, interpretations of the definition of Sectarian groups and the protections afforded to 

them under International treaties or covenants ratified by India are instrumental in 

                                                             
55 Raphael Susewind, The ‘Wazirganj Terror Attack’: Sectarian Conflict in the Middle East, 11 SAMAJ 1 
(2015). 
56 INDIA CONST. art. 253. 
57 INDIA CONST. art. 51.   
58 State of West Bengal v. Kesoram Industries Ltd., (2004) 10 SCC 201.  
59 Nilabati Behera v. State of Orissa And Ors., 1993 AIR 1960.  
60 Vishaka & Ors. v. State of Rajasthan, (1997) 6 SCC 241.  
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understanding the full extent of India’s obligations to such minorities and groups. Forgoing 

this responsibility would be a direct violation of India’s international obligations. 

The Declarations put forth by the United Nations General Assembly on such matters are of 

relevance, albeit non-binding in nature. Instruments such as the “Declaration on the Rights of 

Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities”61, particularly 

Article 1 which mandates all States to adopt appropriate legislative methods to enforce the 

Declaration and Article 2(5) which highlights the right of minority persons to maintain 

“peaceful contact” with other members of their religious group. Given the working definition 

of Sects and Sectarianism in this paper and the ones existing in international law, it suffices to 

say that India would have an obligation arising out of this to protect its intra-religious sects as 

well.  

It is clear that through the language of this declaration, the United Nations guarantees 

protection to Sects, and the silence of the Law on this issue in India is contrary to provisions 

of this declaration.  

The acknowledgement of minorities within communities even sees mention in the International 

Convention on Civil and Political Rights62 and the UN Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights63.  

Both of these international instruments provide for the guarantee of the “freedom of religion 

or belief” and not only “religious freedom”. The distinction is that the terms “religion” and 

“belief” must be understood with a wider scope to include “non-traditional” religions and all 

forms of belief. Particularly, on the interpretation of the ICCPR’s Article 18, the UN Human 

Rights Committee provided in its general comments that:-  

“The Committee therefore views with concern any tendency to discriminate against any 

religion or belief for any reason, including the fact that they are newly established, or 

represent religious minorities that may be the subject of hostility on the part of a 

predominant religious community.” 

This language plainly provides for the inclusion of sectarian discrimination as against the 

provisions of Article 18 of the International Convention on Civil and Political Rights.64   

                                                             
61 G.A. Res. 47/135, annex, Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and 

Linguistic Minorities (Dec. 18, 1992)  
62 G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, (Dec. 16, 1966) at art. 18(1). 
63 G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Dec. 10, 1948) at art. 18. 
64 G.A. Res. 2200A (XXI), International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, (Dec. 16, 1966) at art. 18(1). 
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Alongside the presented laws, the report in 1996 by the UN Special Rapporteur on Religious 

Freedom65 openly addresses the difference between Sects and Religions. Its first observation 

was the noting the inadequacy of labelling certain beliefs simply under the category of sects.66 

It continued to describe differences between religions and sects and criticized the argument 

that sects, unlike religions, have a small number of followers and hence are separate. The 

opinion of the rapporteur was that such discrimination solely on quantitative considerations, is 

a contravention to the principles of respect and protection for minorities and emphasized that 

such reasoning would imply that religion itself is nothing but a larger and more successful 

sect.67 In conclusion of its considerations, the rapporteur submitted that68:  

“… the distinction between a religion and a sect is too contrived to be acceptable. A 

sect that goes beyond simple belief and appeals to a divinity or, at the very least, to the 

supernatural, the transcendent, the absolute, or the sacred, enters into the religious 

sphere and should enjoy the protection afforded to religions.” 

The report was submitted under an existing UN HRC Resolution 1996/23 and is an authority 

on the matter of the interpretation of freedom of religion and belief under the International 

Convention on Civil and Political Rights and United Nations Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. 

It is therefore a safe interpretation that all religious and sectarian communities around the world 

are extended similar levels of religious freedom and protection by the United Nations and its 

legal instruments. This places a duty on all the States that abide by the relevant United Nations 

treaties to integrate such rights into their domestic law and allow for the rights to be extended 

to these minorities.  

The freedom of religion in the international context does not limit itself from applying to 

Sectarian groups. The governments are expected to act in tandem with International Law and 

allow for provisions that provide for prosecution against those who violate the rights extended 

internationally to such belief groups (inclusive of sectarian groups).  

Therefore, it would appear that the obligations that India owes to the international community 

in general treaty-law requires the recognition of independent rights of Sectarian groups. The 

lack of recognition of Sectarian groups and simple clubbing of them as a sub-set of religion 
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under Article 15 without providing them with protection is in contravention of the 

responsibilities of India under International Law towards the UN General Assembly 

declarations, the ICCPR and the UDHR. In order to fulfil its obligations, India must read into 

the provision of Article 15, the rights of sectarian groups against religious discrimination, or 

create new law with the powers vested in the Legislature in accordance with Article 253 that 

protects sectarian groups in India.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

The recommendations put forth by this paper as regards the research question are primarily 

based on its conclusion; the protection of Sectarian groups from discrimination should be 

integrated and read into the provisions of Article 15 of the Constitution of India that provides 

against religious discrimination, or be introduced as Statutory Law by the part of the 

Legislature.  

It is evident by the findings of this paper that not only does the lacuna of law in the question 

of Sectarian groups and their rights pose an active threat to the already-endangered communal 

harmony in India, it leads to multiple situations where the sectarian groups are ignored in the 

eyes of the law as given in examples throughout.   

The status quo of religious sectarian groups appears to be in contradiction to the 

parliamentary intent and international obligations of India towards the rights guaranteed to 

such groups under the ambit of “freedom of religion”. As such, to change the status quo, it 

is required that a revision of the law be made.   

The Government can choose to do this by the setting up of a commission particularly to deal 

with the question of Sectarian discrimination in India, setting them to first come up with a 

report on the existence of Sectarian discrimination in India, and then make policy 

recommendations to the Government on the basis of the findings of their report. To this 

purpose, they may work with International Organizations such as the United Nations Human 

Rights Committee that has invited through its reports69 government cooperation on matters 

such as religious freedom. Similarly, non-governmental organs can also be employed for 
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purposes such as publication of reports on the existing situation on India, upon which the 

Parliament can then debate and take action.  

The Judiciary can independently take action as well. They reserve the ability to expand the 

scope of fundamental rights, as they have in the past70 so long as the question of religious 

discrimination arises before them in a case wherein they may interpret the provision, or in cases 

where they interpret the provision in the exercise of their power of judicial review.   

Considering the findings of the paper on the obligations of India to recognize the rights of 

Sectarian communities, the recommendation of this paper would be to include sectarian 

discrimination under the purview of religious discrimination under Article 15 of the 

Constitution of India, but to this effect, the Union of India must investigate the existing lacunae 

in the law, formulate and consider reports and then move on to the question of the law through 

its examination in the parliament. Alternatively, Article 15 can be widened in its scope by the 

Judiciary to include sectarian discrimination, but this would require a careful analysis of 

existing court precedence and overrule of cases such as A.S Narayana Deekshitulu v. State of 

Andhra Pradesh71 which equate all sects within Hinduism as one religion under the umbrella 

of dharma.   

 

CONCLUSION  

The Judiciary has thus far taken dissimilar stands whilst interpreting prohibition of sectarianism 

in the constitution. The Courts which had previously recognized sects to constitute a separate 

class in the society under Article 15, have also read the several provisions to have held a wider 

scope, thus accommodating sects under the larger spectrum of ‘religion’. The difference in 

interpretation has led to a confusion as to whether discrimination based on sects is prohibited 

under the constitution.  

However, there have occurred many incidents in the recent past which act as clear evidence, 

depicting the existence of different sects under a religion in the Country, which ought to be 

taken cognizance of while either interpreting the existing laws that prohibits discrimination 

under several grounds, or whilst forming a new laws that could prohibit the same.  

Furthermore, it is crucial to understand that the framers of the constitution intended to use the 

word ‘religion’ as an umbrella term, bringing under it the concept of sects. The existence of 
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sects was acknowledged during the constitutional debates, laying stress upon the importance 

of secularism in the country. The general nature of the debate coupled with the principle of 

secularity embedded in the constitution clearly shows the intent to include the prohibition, 

partly and solely, based on sects.  

Finally, India being internationally obligated to protect the interests of sects, a failure to read 

into the article so as to prohibit sectarianism, would prove as a violation of the existing 

obligations. Thus, allowing the country to either interpret the provision to prohibit sectarian 

discrimination or to formulate new laws for the same purpose, in order to fill up the existing 

lacunae in law.   


